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Introduction – Many people say that the key to developing
hockey skills  is  getting a  lot  of  ice  time.   Others  disagree,
saying  it’s  the  quality,  not  the  quantity,  of  ice  time  that  is
important.  However, there is one type of ice time that is rarely
available to the youth hockey players of today.  It is different
from the time spent at practice under the coach’s watchful eye,
or from the formality and intensity of games in faraway rinks.
The  ice  time  I  am referring  to  was  common  two  or  three
generations ago at town ponds and lakes, before the advent of
indoor ice and organized hockey.  It was in this setting that
kids skated and played hockey for hours on end, without adults
around,  without  time constraints,  and  without  the  worry  of
doing  something  right  or  wrong.   They  just  played  hard,
enjoyed  their  friends,  and  organized  their  own  activities.
However, due to climate changes, safety concerns,  and busy
schedules, playing pond hockey in Massachusetts has largely
become a  thing  of  the  past.   However,  the  enjoyment  and
benefits of the skating on the ponds of yesteryear can still be
realized today with the safety and convenience of maintaining
your own backyard rink.  This article explains the benefits of
home rinks and provides step-by-step instructions on how to
build one of your own.  For those of you who already build a
rink, you might pick up a pointer or two for improvements.

The Benefits – A backyard rink provides a lot more ice time
for practicing hockey with the convenience of not having to
travel anywhere.  No Zamboni horn is going to sound to curtail
your  fun.   Players  can  practice  individual  skills  such  as
shooting,  skating, and  stickhandling all  day long.  Siblings,
friends and teammates can gather for small 2-on-2 or 3-on-3
games in order to develop some of hockey’s game skills such
as  passing  and  playmaking.   Like  pond  hockey,  this
environment  fosters  experimentation  and  creativity,
experiences  not  easily gained  during a  conventional  hockey
practice.  And hockey, unlike most other sports, provides little
opportunity to play informally outside the rigors of practices
and games.  A backyard rink provides this experience and a lot
more.

Of course hockey isn’t the only sport  that is  played on ice.
The figure skaters and recreational skaters in your family can
enjoy your  rink as  much as  the  hockey player.   Instead  of
laboring at the gym on a treadmill or pounding the pavement
during a cold winter run, it is just as good a form of exercise
and a lot more fun to go for a hard skate out on the backyard
rink.  Finally, holding a skating party or two provides a good
excuse to get together with friends and neighbors during the
dead of winter.  

If  you  need  more  information  regarding  the  benefits  of
backyard rinks, just ask one of the many ABYHA families who
build one each year.   The passion they have for the subject
seems to exceed the desire of simply providing additional ice

time for  their  kids.   It  touches  on something much deeper.
This  sentiment  is  eloquently  expressed  in  a  terrific  book
written  by  Jack  Falla  called  Home  Ice,  Reflections  on
Backyard  Rinks  and  Frozen  Ponds.   Falla,  a  native  of
Winchester who now lives in Natick, is a well-known hockey
writer and an experienced rink builder.  Even though his kids
have grown and left  home,  he and his wife still  build  their
backyard rink every year.  It’s a part of their life they just can’t
give up.

Remember,  the  most  important  reason  of  all  to  build  a
backyard rink is to have fun.  After all, isn’t that what it’s all
about?

The Bad News – The downside of having all this enjoyment
with  your  backyard  rink  is  that  it  requires  money  and  a
sizeable  investment of  your time.   In  addition to  setting up
your rink in December and removing it in the spring, you’ll
have  to  maintain  the  ice  with  daily  chores.   It’s  similar  to
having a swimming pool (with the same results – you suddenly
have friends you never knew you had).  However, maintaining
ice after a while becomes a challenge, a type of mission so to
speak; you’re trying to create the perfect sheet of ice.  As a
result,  you forget  about the amount of work that's  involved.
(More on ice maintenance later.)   Once you make the initial
investment with your rink, there are modest annual expenses
such as a liner (about $100) and rink upgrades.  The intrepid
rink builder will always make plans to improve his or her rink.

Types of Rinks – The types of rinks people put in their yards
run the  gamut,  from simply flooding  an  area  and  letting  it
freeze (usually in frigid Canada) to professionally built rinks
complete with real hockey rink boards and man-made ice.  We
will concentrate on two types of rinks that are relatively low in
cost and appropriate for our climate in Massachusetts.

Rink Kits – There are several commercially available rink kits
but one of the best is a product called Ice N’ Go™.  Ice N’ Go
kits come in a wide variety of sizes suitable for any size yard.
The advantages of an Ice N’ Go kit  are  that  its  assembly is
very fast (about two hours for a 25’ x 41’ rink), almost no
tools  are  required,  nor  are  trips  to  the  hardware  store  or
lumberyard.  If you’re not the handyman type, this product is
for you.  The main disadvantages are the elevation of your rink
site cannot vary more than 10 inches and there  are no side
boards to keep hockey pucks inbounds.  A snow bank around
the rink can help with this.   Like most backyard rinks, these
kits feature a liner that must be replaced every so often.  Visit
the web site  www.phunzone.com for a complete description
of Ice N’ Go and other rink products.  Note that some sections
of this article do not apply to Ice N' Go rinks, only boards &
liner (B&L) rinks.



An Ice N' Go™ rink kit.

Boards & Liner  – This is the type of rink that most people
around here build.   You could call  this a  “homemade” rink
because most, if not all of the components (e.g., the boards, the
plastic liner, screws, etc.) are purchased at a hardware store or
lumberyard  and  are  not  designed  specifically  for  rink
construction.   A  boards  & liner  rink  is  simply  a  corral  of
boards in which to hold a sheet plastic liner that contains the
water that freezes into a smooth sheet of ice.  These rinks can
be very simple or complicated to build, depending upon your
terrain,  height  of  boards,  and  desired  features.   We  will
concentrate on basic designs.  The construction of this type of
rink is described in detail in the remainder of this article.  After
learning the basics and a year or two of rink building, you’ll be
able tackle more advanced designs.

A typical boards & liner rink.

Planning – It is extremely important to thoroughly plan your
rink before you start building it.  It's tempting to just “wing it”
and design and build as you go along.  However, this can lead
to a predicament from which recovery is difficult, such as a
liner being too small or boards too short after flooding.  Your
final plan should include the rink's dimensions, location, the
height of the boards, and a complete materials list.

The first planning step is to choose the location and orientation
of the rink on your property.   In an ideal  world,  your rink
would be placed on a perfectly flat, shady parcel that would be
large enough to build a huge, NHL-size rink.  However, we
know the real world is quite different.  You are lucky if you
have any place at all to build a rink, let alone a good one.  

Rinks should be situated on relatively flat ground in order to
keep the water  depth to within an acceptable  range.   Rinks
with deep water take a long time to fill, the ice takes a long
time to freeze, the ice is more difficult to maintain, high boards
are required, and supporting these high boards under the force
of deep water becomes an engineering challenge.   Having a
shady spot for your rink results in a longer skating season (up
to 2 or 3 weeks longer) and allows you to use your rink for
many more hours on warm days.  The sun on warm days will
quickly turn rink ice  to  slush.   Consecutive  warm days can
cause a total meltdown.  Finally, the size of your rink needs to
be considered.  Small rinks (e.g., 20’x30’) are fine for small
kids  (Mosquitoes).   Large  kids  (Peewees  and  Bantams),
however, will require something much larger (e.g., a minimum
of 32’x64’).  Like a lot of things, bigger is better, except of

course  when  it's  time  to  do  the  ice  maintenance  work.
Nonetheless, even the tiniest of rinks (e.g., 10’x20’) are useful
for things like shooting practice and can still be worthwhile.

Measuring  Your  Peaks  and  Valleys –  Once  you  have
determined the size and location of your rink, you’ll need to
measure the elevation of your rink site.  This is done in order
to calculate the maximum depth of the water along the boards.
This value is then used to determine the height of your boards
or the feasibility of an Ice N’ Go rink kit.  Do not skip this
step; it is critical!  Your yard may look flat and level, but most
likely it’s not.  I know of several rink builders who skipped
this step and found their low boards overflowing with water
during the flooding step.  It wasn’t very easy to recover from
this  problem at  this  stage  of  construction.   If  you insist  on
skipping this step,  then make your first rink small,  use high
boards, or both.

The following discussion may seem quite technical but it  is
actually fairly simple if you take the time to understand it.  The
formula  for  calculating  the  water  depth  of  your  rink  is  as
follows:

    DEPTH = (HIGHEST – LOWESTATBOARDS) + ICETHICKNESS. 

The factors in this formula are shown in the diagram above and
defined as follows:

• DEPTH is the maximum water depth along the boards.  The
water depth in the middle of the rink is not important.

• HIGHEST is  the  elevation at  the  highest  point  within the
entire rink area. 

• LOWESTATBOARDS is the elevation of lowest point along the
boards. 

• ICETHICKNESS is  the minimum allowable thickness of  the
ice,  i.e.,  the  distance  between the  surface  and  the  rink
bottom at its most shallow (highest) location.  

The ice thickness should ideally not be less than 4" because
when thin ice gets warm and soft, it splits easily under a heavy
skate.   A punctured  liner  underneath a  completed  rink is  a
major catastrophe from which recovery is very difficult.



To determine the high and low spots of your rink, you’ll need a
line level, string, graph paper, wooden stakes (3/4"x3/4"x3' –
short tomato stakes), and a helper.  A line level is inexpensive
and available at  most hardware stores.  Or, use a surveyor's
transit or laser level if you have access to one.  First, locate the
placement of your rink by positioning stakes at the corners.  Be
sure  your  corners  are  square!   (Hint:  Remember  the
Pythagorean theorem?) Then outline the rink’s perimeter  by
connecting the stakes with string.  Find the approximate center
of your rink and pound a stake into the ground.  This is called
the reference stake from which the elevation of all other survey
points is measured.  Using your graph paper, draw the rink and
locate an appropriate number of survey points on the perimeter
(e.g.,  every 8 feet)  and  on  the interior  at  the  locations you
suspect are the high spots.  In many cases, the highest spot is at
the edge of the rink.

Measure the elevations for each survey point using the method
illustrated in the diagram above.  Make sure the line level tube
is  at  the midpoint  of the string and use the same reference
height for all  measurements.  Otherwise, your measurements
will be inaccurate.

Next, convert your survey point height measurements to survey
point elevations.  The elevation of a survey point is simply the
difference  between  its  height  and  the  greatest  survey  point
height measured.  The survey point with the greatest height is
the  lowest  spot  of  ground  you  measured.   Therefore,  all
elevation measurements are relative to the lowest survey point
measured.  

With all survey point elevations determined, you now have the
values  for  HIGHEST and  LOWESTATBOARDS.   Using  4"  for
ICETHICKNESS, compute the value of  DEPTH.  For an Ice N’ Go
rink, DEPTH should be 12" or less.  For a boards & liner rink, a
DEPTH value of  about 18"  or  greater  poses difficulty.   High
boards and many large, heavy-duty posts or brackets will be
needed to hold back the water in the deep end.

B&L  Boards –  The  boards  that  contain  the  liner  can  be
plywood, oriented strand board (OSB), framing lumber (e.g.,
2"x8"  – 1½" thick), or pine boards (e.g., 1"x8" – ¾" thick).
Note that plywood, OSB and pine boards require more support
than framing lumber that is twice as thick.  Also, there is no
need  to  use  pressure  treated  wood  because  the  boards  will
mainly  be  exposed  to  subfreezing  temperatures  that  limits
decay.

First, determine the height of your boards with the following
formula: 

BOARDHEIGHT = DEPTH + KICKPLATEHEIGHT.   

DEPTH is  the  maximum  water  depth  along  the  boards,  as
described above, and KICKPLATEHEIGHT is the desired height of
the boards that extends above the ice.  A “kick plate” keeps the
puck inside the rink during play.  The higher the kick plate, the
less often pucks will fly out of the rink.  A kick plate height of
4" or more is recommended.

If your yard is really flat and you don’t want a high kick plate,
you can get by with a board height of 6 inches.  If your yard
slopes a lot and you want a higher kick plate, a board height of
24" or more is possible.   If you use framing lumber or pine
boards, you’ll have to gang two or more planks together one
on  top  another.   The  planks  are  joined  with  large  (e.g.,
1¼"x8")  mending  plates  attached  to  the  wood  with  deck
screws.

Finally,  if  you want much higher  boards  like a  real  hockey
rink,  it  can  be  done,  but  this  is  considered  advanced  rink
building and is beyond the scope of this article.

B&L Supporting the Boards – For all but the lowest boards
(e.g., 4" or less), you’ll need a way to hold your boards upright
under the force of the water.  This is especially true for the
“deep end” of your rink.  So, you can pick one of the following
types of supports: 

Stakes – A stake is a strip of wood (e.g., ¾"x2") that is driven
into the ground and secured to the boards with screws.  A stake
has a point in the center of one end to facilitate driving it into
the ground.  As a rule of thumb, the length of the stake should
be 2 to 2½ times the height of the boards.  For example, for
12" high boards, 24" to 30" stakes are used with 12" to 18" of
the  stake  hammered  into  the  ground  and  12"  of  the  stake
secured to the boards above ground.   For higher boards, use
thicker stakes (e.g., 2"x3") to support the larger forces.  Also,
for  stakes  to  be  easily  driven  into  the  ground,  the  ground
cannot be frozen.  Therefore,  it’s a good idea to put up the
boards in early December or earlier. 

Posts – For higher boards (e.g., 20" or higher) or full-height
boards, stakes are not strong enough, so posts, such as 2"x"4"
or 4"x4" timbers, are used instead.  In addition to being larger
than stakes, posts don’t have a point on one end, and instead of
being driven into the ground with a hammer, you must dig a
narrow hole to place them into the ground.  You can use a
posthole digger for this.  The length of a post should be about
double  the  height  of  the  boards  with  half  of  its  length
underground.   Like  stakes,  you  do  your  work  before  the
ground freezes.  After a post is placed into the ground, fill the
hole back in  with dirt  and tamp it down tightly.   Posts are
secured to the boards with screws, lag bolts, or carriage bolts.

Pipe – Conventional ¾" black steel plumbing pipe can be used
instead of stakes.  A steel pipe, being smaller yet stronger than
a wooden stake,  has the advantage of  being much easier  to
pound into the ground.  So, the ground can be a little bit frozen
and you can wait a little longer before you set up your boards.
Pipes are secured to the boards with screws and pipe clips or
pipe hangers, which can be found along with the pipe in the
plumbing department.  The length of the pipes is the same as
the length of stakes, 2 to 2½  times the height of the boards.   

Brackets – Brackets have an advantage over stakes, posts, and
pipes because they are very easy to work with and require less
time to install.  You can buy brackets or make your own.  The
photograph  below  shows  a  NiceRink™  bracket  that  is



available from www.nicerink.com.   They cost about $10 each,
can accommodate ¾" thick boards 8" to 24" high, and support
ice 3" to 16" thick.  See their web site for more information
and installation instructions, and to learn about their other rink
products.

A NiceRink™ bracket.

The  next  photograph  shows  a  homemade  bracket.   This
particular design has an advantage over other support systems
because  the  ground  can  be  completely  frozen  during
installation,  which  means  you  can  install  your  boards  right
before you’re ready to flood your rink.  In fact, the installation
works best when the ground is frozen solid.  The disadvantage,
of  course,  is  that  you  have  to  spend  time  building  these
brackets.  The key is the two large 12" spikes that pass through
the bottom member and into the ground.  For added support,
the spikes are angled into the ground.  The front spike is angled
toward the side and the rear spike is angled toward the back.
The  bracket  shown here  is  made  of  2"x3"s  to  support  21"
boards.  For taller boards, 2"x4"s should be used.  The boards
can be attached to the brackets with screws or bolts, or as in
this example, with a metal corner brace that serves as a clip.  

A home-built bracket.

No matter  which type  of supports you use,  they need to be
positioned a suitable distance apart.  For shallow ice (less than
6"), the spacing is 6 feet, for medium-depth ice (6" to 14"), the
spacing  is  4  feet,  and  for  deep  ice  (greater  than  14"),  the
spacing is 3 feet or less.  These are guidelines for 1½" thick
framing lumber.  For plywood, OSB, and ¾" thick pine boards,
the spacing should be reduced accordingly.

Liners – The purpose of the sheet plastic liner is to hold in the
water that eventually freezes into the ice you skate on.  Way up
in the frozen north, people have techniques for building rinks
without liners.  However, we have too many mid-winter warm
spells  to  make  this  approach  feasible.   So  the  liner  also
contains the water from the melting ice due to a warm spell so
it may refreeze after the temperature drops. 

The liner should be 6 mils or thicker and be made of one piece.
It is difficult to join pieces of sheet plastic together, but it can

be done.  Many people buy the common clear plastic that is
available at hardware stores and lumberyards.  

A liner should be wider and longer than the dimensions of your
rink.  At a minimum, there should be enough material to reach
to top of the boards plus a generous amount of slack.  Most
people like the liner to extend up over the boards and down the
other  side.   For  example,  if  your  rink is  20’x30’  with 12"
boards, you would want a 24’x34’ liner which allows the liner
to cover both sides of the boards.

Liners must be secured at the boards in some way in order to
reliably hold in the water and ice.  Some hold down the liner
with  planks  on  the  outside  of  the  rink.   You  can  also  use
weatherproof tape (waterproof and low-temperature tolerant)
to attach the liner to the boards, or you can make a cap that fits
over the boards to hold the liner in place and protect it from
damage.

Liner Tips 
• Clear plastic liners work OK but white opaque liners are

better because they reflect the sun’s rays thereby keeping
the ice temperature colder.

• One excellent  source  of  white  liners  is  J.  Freeman,  an
industrial  supply  company  located  in  Dorchester
(www.jfreeman.com - 800-841-9442).   They sell 7 mil
thick white plastic  called shrink wrap that is  commonly
used to winterize boats, however the material is excellent
for  backyard  rinks.   It  is  strong,  durable,  fairly
inexpensive,  and can be mended easily with repair  tape
that is available from the company.  The only drawback is
that the sheets come in some rather odd sizes and only a
few of them make sense for a rink. 

• Always store your liner by laying its box out flat.  Never
lean it upright against anything.  This can cause the liner
to stretch and result in holes and tears.

• Unless you go to great lengths to protect your liner, expect
to buy a new one every season.  By the end of the season,
skates, pucks, and shovels will have invariably left their
mark.  Finding and repairing all of the holes before next
season  is  difficult.   Finding  a  leak  in  your  liner  after
flooding is impossible.  Most people consider the annual
purchase of a new liner well worth the cost.

B&L Assembly –  In most  cases,  assembling your rink is  a
two-stage process.  In late November or early December, you'll
need  to  get  your stakes  in  the  ground and  your  boards  up
before the ground freezes.  This is stage one.  Then around mid
December or so, when it gets cold for good, you install the
liner, flood the rink, and wait for the ice.  This is stage two.  

For the first stage, lie out the boards along the boundaries of
the rink, prop them up vertically, and then join them end-to-
end  with  large  (e.g.,  1¼"x8")  mending  plates  secured  with
deck  screws.   Instead  of  mending  plates,  the  corners  are
jointed with large (1"x8" per side) metal corner braces.  You'll
need a cordless or electric drill to drive in the screws.  For
taller  boards  (more  than  8"),  it's  a  good  idea  to  use  two
mending plates or two corner braces at each junction.  After
the boards are standing up, install the stakes, pipes, posts, or
brackets and secure them to the boards.  If you're using posts,
the postholes should have been dug ahead of time.



Proceed  with  stage  two when the  weather  forecast  predicts
several  days  with  no  snow  and  subfreezing  temperatures,
preferably with averages in the low 20's or less.  Spread out the
liner  and  loosely secure  it  to  the  boards  in  preparation  for
flooding.  Make sure there is plenty of extra slack on the sides
and ends.  You'll learn why after flooding.

Assembly Tips
• Remove all  snow from the ground before installing the

liner.  Snow underneath the liner will later melt and cause
voids.

• Be sure to remove all  sharp objects  (sticks,  rocks,  etc.)
from the ground before putting down the liner.

• It's  a  good idea to fill  any gaps between the boards or
between the  boards  and the ground in order  to  prevent
undue stress on the liner after flooding.  You can use rags
or insulating foam sealant (e.g., DAPtex or Great Stuff).

• Never  firmly attach  the  liner  to  the  boards  (e.g.,  using
staples) until  after flooding and freezing. The weight of
the water causes the liner to follow the nooks and crannies
of the ground, thereby taking up more material.   Firmly
attaching the liner may cause it to tear.  

Flooding – If you have good water pressure or have a small
rink, all you need to do is place your garden hose directly on
the liner a few feet from the boards, turn on the faucet, and
wait.   If  you have  low water  pressure  and  a  large  rink,  it
literally could  take  days to  fill.   If  so,  you can have water
delivered  by truck from a company that  services swimming
pools.  Be sure to call early because they often shut down by
January.  

Your rink is full when the water is at least 4" in all spots, or it's
overflowing onto your lawn.  In the latter case, your ice will
have thin spots and you will need to be extremely careful when
skating.  A skate blade can slice right through soft, thin ice and
puncture  the  liner.   That  is  big  trouble.   Repairing  a  liner
underwater is possible, but the information on how to do this is
beyond the scope of this article.   

After the rink is filled, securely attach the liner to the boards
using one of the methods described above, as a loose liner is
easily damaged.  Avoid using staples if possible.

After a few cold days, your rink should be ready for skating.
Test the strength of the ice by gradually placing your weight
on it.  If you can jump up and down without any movement, it's
ready.  Round up the gang and have your inaugural skate of the
season.  If you hear some unsettling cracking sounds coming
from the ice, don't be alarmed, it's normal.  These noises will
go away as the ice gets thicker.

A boards & liner rink with home-built brackets and a J. Freeman
liner secured with  tape.   Note the high boards supported with
larger brackets and the cutout that provides snow blower access.

Ice Maintenance – The source of pride of owning a backyard
rink comes not only from the rink's construction, but also from
the glass-smooth sheet of ice that can be attained.  Maintaining
ice is an acquired skill and the results will improve as you gain
experience.   Ice  maintenance  can  be  time-consuming  and
laborious, so try to recruit as much help as you can from the
users of your rink.  Over the course of the winter,  you'll  be
required to do all of the following things:

• Resurfacing – After  skating on your rink a while,  your
rink will develop a respectable coating of snow and the ice
surface will be all gouged up.  When you're done skating
for the day, no Zamboni man will come to your aid.  This
is the time when you, the rink builder, must practice the
fine art of resurfacing.  First, remove every bit of snow
from your  rink,  otherwise  you  will  not  end  up  with  a
smooth surface.  Remove the bulk of the snow with a push
shovel  and  the  remainder  with a  large  squeegee.   This
goes faster if you do this on skates, otherwise, wear snow
boots with a good tread.  The second step is to put down a
very thin (about 1/16"), even coat of water over the entire
ice surface.   One way to do this is with a garden house
and  a  spray  nozzle.   Another  way  is  to  use  an  ice-
resurfacing tool, such as the Ice Master shown below.  It
costs about $150 and will yield a very smooth ice finish.
See www.phunzone.com for more information.

An Ice Master resurfacer.

• Removing Snow – After it snows, you should get busy and
remove  the  snow from your  rink  as  soon  as  possible.
Should  the  snow partially melt  and  then  refreeze,  your
rink is in trouble.  (This requirement puts any mid-winter
vacation plans or your rink in jeopardy.)  



• Keeping It Clean – Be sure to keep your ice free of all
objects and debris.  As often as possible, sweep off any
twigs, leaves, pine needles, etc.  Also, remove the hockey
nets and pucks when your rink is not in use.  Any object
left on top of the ice will soon be buried in the ice.  Some
of this is unavoidable.  

• Repairing Holes – Shell ice and debris left on the ice can
cause holes that need to be filled.   Get a bucket and add
snow and water to make a fine slurry of slush.  Fill in each
hole and smooth it over with a drywall taping knife or a
mason's finishing trowel.

• Filling Cracks – When the air temperature gets bitter cold
(below 5 degrees), the ice actually contracts and long and
deep  cracks  can  appear,  especially  if  the  ice  is  thick.
After it warms up a bit (over 15 degrees), pour lukewarm
water into cracks.  This helps fuse the divided ice sections
back together again.

• Recovering From Meltdown – During a warm spell,  the
ice will melt considerably, but you need not worry.  When
it gets cold again, the ice will refreeze and all you have to
do  is  your normal  resurfacing.   Same thing applies  for
rain.

Ice Maintenance Tips 
• If too much water is applied at once, shell ice (voids in the

ice) will result.  Instead, apply the water in thin layers and
let the water freeze in between applications.

• If possible,  use warm water  for  resurfacing.  It  spreads
more evenly than cold water and forms a better bond with
the ice.

• Wait awhile to skate after resurfacing.  The applied water
must  have  a  chance  to  freeze  and  then  fuse  with  the
existing ice.  Otherwise, the new ice will flake off.

• Don't resurface unless the temperature stays at 28 degrees
or  less for several hours.  Otherwise, you'll get a rough
surface.  

• Unless you get a lot of help shoveling, it's a really good
idea to use a snow blower to save your back, your time
and your sanity.

• Snow  shovels  should  have  a  strong  metal  edge  for
scraping rough ice.  Use a shovel with a plastic edge for
clearing snow from smooth ice and when clearing snow
away from the boards so as to avoid putting holes in the
liner.

• Use a push shovel to remove small amount of snow.  For
larger amounts, use a standard snow shovel.

• Use a high-quality rubber hose instead of a vinyl hose.  A
rubber hose stays flexible in cold temperatures.

• Never leave your hose outside after use or the water inside
it will freeze.  Store it in a warm garage or basement.

• Invest in a good hose reel.  It will see a lot of use.
• Be sure to get a hose that is long enough to easily reach

the far end of your rink.

Accessories – Now to complete the ensemble, you'll need to
accessorize.  

• Hockey Nets – Don't be frugal here.  Buy one or two full-
size 4'x6' hockey nets with metal pipes.  Inexpensive nets
with PVC pipes will shatter with the first hard slap shot on
a cold day.

• Lighting – Since the coldest temperatures are at night, so
is the best ice and the best skating.  So illuminate the rink
with the spotlights mounted on your house or with halogen
work lights.  A double-headed work light with a swivel
stand  will  cost  about  $40  and  give  off  enough light  to
blind your neighbors.  Two of these units will easily light
up a large rink.

• Netting – Unless you provide some sort of barrier to keep
your  slapshots  in  the  rink,  you'll  discover  your  lawn
covered  in  hockey  pucks  after  the  spring  thaw.   Erect
netting 8 feet high on one or both ends of the rink.  

• An outdoor fireplace – While not as cozy as the indoor
version, gathering around a blazing fire provides skaters a
chance to warm up before returning to the ice. 

• A warming hut – Having a small heated building where
folks can relax, take off their skates, have a warm drink
and watch the  action is  the ultimate  proof that  you are
indeed serious about your backyard rink.

The Waning  Days  of  Winter –  In  late  February  or  early
March,  you'll  notice  the  days  getting  warmer  and  the  ice
getting softer.   Your rink is  now in decline,  but  you won't
accept it at first.  You will always hold out hope that there will
be one more cold spell for one more splendid day of skating.
More than likely, your rink will resemble a wading pool before
you finally accept the fact that the skating season is over.  At
this point,  it's  a  good idea to  dismantle  the rink as  soon as
possible before it can do any damage to your lawn.  

The important thing to remember is to drain the water slowly
or you could have a minor flood on your hands, such as a foot
of water in your basement.  If don't plan on saving your liner
for next season, stab holes in it.  Otherwise, slowly drain the
water from the side of the rink that is furthest away from any
buildings.

Your boards should be stored in a dry place until next season.
Boards should be laid out horizontally, off of the ground, and
under a tarp if stored outside.  Ideally, spacer sticks should lie
between the boards to allow air to circulate around them and
prevent a buildup of moisture. 

Final Notes
• Metal  components  used  in  building  your  rink  (screws,

nuts, bolts, mending plates, etc.) should be galvanized to
prevent rust.

• Ice skates dull quickly on backyard rinks.  This is caused
by  minute  particles  embedded  in  outdoor  ice  and  by
skating on very cold ice (below 5 degrees).  Cold ice is
harder than warm ice.  Therefore, it is advisable that each
skater  keeps an extra  pair  of  skates  around (i.e.,  "pond
skates") just for use on the rink.

• After  a  year  or  two of  maintaining a  backyard  rink on
sloping ground, it is not uncommon for the highly devoted
rink builder to bring in a truckload of topsoil in order to
make the rink site level.  This is a clear indication of how
much easier it is to manage a rink on level ground.

• A question that everyone asks at least once is, Will a rink
damage my lawn?  And the universal answer is absolutely
not!  Some people say that a rink is actually good for your
lawn, but  there  is  no scientific evidence to support  this



claim.  However, to avoid damage, your rink should be
installed  after  the  ground  freezes  in  December  and
removed before it thaws out in the spring.

• When building your first rink, keep it small and keep it
simple.  Expand and elaborate as you gain experience.

• Share  the  wealth!   Invite  friends,  neighbors,  and
teammates over to skate often.  In doing so, you'll create
memories  that  last  a  lifetime.   Be  sure  to  enjoy  your
creation to the fullest!

Cool Links for Backyard Rinks – Extensive information on
just about any topic can be found on the web and backyard
rink construction is no exception.  Here are some really useful
web sites to help you with your rink:

www.nicerink.com – NiceRink kits, rink supplies and
accessories including brackets, liners, and resurfacing tools.  
www.phunzone.com – Ice N' Go rink kits, Ice Master
resurfacing tool, liners, and information.
www.jfreeman.com – The best liner at the best price.
www.backyardrinks.com – Rink accessories, Ice Master, rink
boards, and netting.
www.geocheminc.com – Wide array of rink products.  Follow
the "Product" link, then "Geo Ice Rink Liners."
www.rinkrake.com – Resurfacing tool and a picture gallery
of rinks.
www.icehockeyrink.net – Rink kits, ice-resurfacing
machines, giant rink shovel.
www.backyardrink.com – Rink kit, resurfacing tool, nets,
and information.
www.hpurchase.com/backyard.htm, Howard’s backyard
rink site containing lots of good information and many pictures
of backyard rinks from fellow rink builders.
www.google.com – Enter both words "rink" and "backyard" to
search.
www.accuweather.com – Get weather forecasts and
temperature predictions for planning ice maintenance tasks and
determining when your rink can be used.  Enter your zip code
and follow the "Hourly Weather" link.
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